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"Technically, a portal is a network service that brings together content from diverse distributed
resources using technologies such as cross-searching, harvesting, and alerting, and collates this
into an amalgamated form for presentation to the user. This presentation is usually via a Web
browser, though other means are also possible. For users, a portal is a, possibly personalized,
single point of access where searching can be carried out across one or more than one resource
and the amalgamated results viewed. Information may also be presented via other means, for
example, alerting services and conference listings or links to e-prints and learning materials." 1
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1 Abstract
In order to improve the quality of registration and teaching at
AUK Training and Development Institute, this project introduces
a web educational portal, service-oriented portal in supporting
students, instructors and administration in their daily business.
Day by day, new service learning requirements related to key
users’ work are being proposed. This capstone project proposed a
service oriented software solution, where the key users could
interface and deposit data based on their preferred requirements.
There is a shortfall in software and computing facilities at
the AUK Training and Development Institute for meeting
increased demand for its training programs. This project assesses
how to develop training programs necessary to improve
registration and administrative procedures between students and
administration while enhancing computing facilities capable of
servicing increased student numbers.
Using the qualitative tools such as surveys and interviewing
techniques targeted to potential users, the project has provided a
deeper analysis of effective implementation of the “MyTraining”
web educational portal. The results from surveys were taken
from three key users: students, administration and instructors.
Their comments were synthesized into two main areas. They
suggested that all features that are linked directly to the user’s
work are important and necessary for the web portal. On the
other hand, results from the interviews taken by two local
companies and one international company, suggest that all
technical features of the web educational portal shall be first
evaluated by the business owner and then presented to the
interested implementing parties.
Keywords: web educational portal, service-oriented portal,
software solution, increased demand.
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2 Introduction
Due to increase number of students and training programs at AUK Training and
Development Institute, one of the key targets is improvement of the quality of registration and
teaching at AUK Training and Development Institute. The current training management system
at AUK Training and Development Institute is being used in a very simple way of processing
information and registration. The lack of computing facilities and lack of a centralized
processing of information is resulting in a heavy work load for administration, manual
documents to instructors, and many administration procedures to students.
Therefore, a web based educational portal, which is referred to as “MyTraining” web
portal, will be established to support three key users (audiences) such as students, instructors
and administration. They will be able to use the web portal in their daily business, ranging from
knowing more about the course, registering for the course, payment, approval of the
registration, and daily training updates and reports reviewing.
The purpose of this research is to show the benefits of designing and developing
“MyTraining” web portal which will be used by the key organizational stakeholders.
Additionally, the web based portal will provide a variety of services to people containing all the
information they need, when and where they need the information, and in what kind of format
that information can be easily accessed.
This project is seen as very important part of the future development of the AUK
Training and Development Institute.

2.1 Web Technology in Higher Education
Worldwide, web technologies are being used mostly in universities and private enterprise
businesses. Many universities’ goals are to provide communication and information that can be
accessed easily by key users defined in their information sharing process. Web technologies are
continually generating new opportunities while using different methods of innovative web tools
such as portals, e-commerce, e-government etc, in integrating the services to meet the need of
customers. (Katz, 2002)
Over the years, worldwide competition in higher education services has been increased.
Many universities and training institutes have restructured their own operating processes in
order to become competitive in the service market. In order to manage properly and streamline
the work through technology, these universities realized that the development of sophisticated
software might be expensive, time consuming and difficult. However, most of “customers” in
the higher education system are requiring immediate service that will satisfy their needs and
wants. Thus, the need for a well established software infrastructure where information can
generate custom programs and data gathering required by the “customer.”
8
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When the Customer Relationship Management software was introduced,2 the CRM
model helped many companies to build a strong commitment and interface with their customers
by using a simple method and a new e-business model. The integration of customers and
technology has helped both the company and customers to efficiently and effectively engage
one another in becoming aware of the product that the company sells. What is most significant
is that besides offering a unique management system to companies it also helps customers to
create a unique value of their own product. Consequently the company starts to become more
customer-centric.
It is all about the “customers”! Students, alumni, sponsors, instructors and administration
are the most important business assets.

Figure 1 – Customer Relationship Management System
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2.1.1 Customer Centered Model
In “Web Portals and Higher Education”, case study analysis of the University of
Washington found a much simpler way to redefine who their customers are and how
technology can be used to meet their needs and requirements. University of Washington used a
model called Customer Centered Model where the customer is the center of the information,
since they are directly linked with the institution itself.
According to the University of Washington, the internet based services are offering
unique opportunities for both customers and institutions. The customer is the attention of the
university information model. Educational web portal is considered an educational community
that includes students, prospective students, alumni, sponsors, administration, instructors,
assistants, prospective employees etc.
In the figure below, it is shown the correlation between each process and how
technology is presented in order to meet their needs.
In this case, the customer is the center of the attention. According to the University of
Washington case study analysis, the internet based relationship offers a unique opportunity to
understand its customers and more effectively meet their demands and requirements. Taking
into consideration, that for a university, its customers will be students, potential students,
sponsors, administration, and more, there is a wide range of customer orientation toward
internet based technology that will meet their needs. For instance, Internet based technology at
University of Washington has replaced face-to-face activities and is serving several different
targets all at once. This method has helped the university to build their trust and loyalty among
stakeholders and provide more customer centric opportunities to the university. Without any
doubt, in today’s world, internet has become the most important asset in focusing in the
customer relationships. 3
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Figure 2 - Customer - Centered Resources

2.1.2 Co-Creation of Value

Today, a continual transformation in business society is apparent. Companies have
switched their traditional business concentration from company centric value creation to
consumer centric value creation. (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, page 2).
The role of the consumer has changed– they are more informed, connected and active in
the service business world. With the help of the online information system, consumers can
interact and be active in their own business service decision. Different patterns of business
interactions between consumer and the company help shape a creation of value unique for the
consumer. This co-created process and methodology creates new opportunities for both parties.
The traditional system of value creation was a structure which guided many business
leaders into decision making about particular products. It all starts with the business thinking
about the business’ value of creation. (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, page 12). A company
determines the product and services to be presented to the consumer. What the company delivered
was different ranges of products and services by modifying their product and or services for
consumers at various levels of the marketplace. However, over the years the traditional way of
creating value has been waning. The new approach of creating value of the product and service is
now based on co-creation of value experiences of the consumer and company at the same time.
Consumers can modify and make significant changes to the product and service that they desire to
purchase. Often times through the use of technology interfaces.
Figure 3 - The New Frame of Reference for Value Creation
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2.1.3 Case Studies

Thorough research on two educational web portals has been made. Two web based
educational web portals have been reviewed: MyCourses RIT and Nexient Learning, to understand
the benefits of each of them, a combination of degree and non-degree program, will show the
importance of web portals to their universities/training institutes.
2.1.4 MyCourses at Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT)
MyCourses at RIT uses a web tool to interact and access course materials online. “A
variety of tools are available to instructors to promote interaction and provide resources for the
students in their courses.”4
Experience in using this software indicated that the web portal is one of the best web tools
that can facilitate the triangle of communication between administration, instructors, and students.
MyCourses web portal system uses tools such as course content, email, grades, dropbox,
discussions, quizzes, chat, and classlists. These user functions and interfaces are used in both
undergraduate and graduate levels of education.
2.1.5 Nexient Learning
Nexient Learning is one of the most successful educational web tools in Canada. Apart
from offering information about the training institute, they also provide opportunities to students
and administration alike to work with a web tool that can be accessed globally. Nexient Learning,
a worldwide training provider, has also used the customer relationship management, to approach
current and prospective student internationally. 5
Today, there are leaders in providing IT and business skills training, and also leaders
treating their employees as the most important asset of their company. "To successfully run our
business, we need to equip our employees with the highest quality resources available - and that
includes technology training," said Carole Leclerc.6
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3

Institutional Development of AUK Training and Development Institute

Analysis of the e-learning and web portal model at the local level is critical because of the
significant increase in Kosovo’s youth population and their desire for higher education and
training. At the conclusion of the conflict in Kosovo, many projects were concentrated in offering
continuous education to the youth population, with special emphasis in information technology.
Not to mention the emerging research reflecting the importance of technology and generational
learning.

3.1 Internet Project Kosovo (IPKO) Institute
The roots of AUK Training and Development Institute were founded by one of the first
non-governmental institutions operating in post-war Kosovo, Internet Project Kosovo (IPKO)
Institute7. In 2000, the IPKO group established IPKO Institute with the main focus to introduce
new projects in the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) field. For six years,
IPKO Institute held a number of ICT and management courses and trainings with the purpose of
creating a large pool of qualified and creative managers in the field of IT and Management. In
January 2006, IPKO Institute donated all its equipments and licenses to AUK. In six years of
operation, around 1300 students were trained and certified by IPKO Institute.

3.2 American University in Kosovo (AUK) Training and Development Institute
American University in Kosovo (AUK) Training and Development Institute, formerly
named as AUK Institute (AUKI), is a knowledge driven center for continuing education in
Kosovo. As its mission states, AUK Training and Development Institute is “committed to playing
an active role in the ongoing reconstruction and transformation of Kosovo, by helping to advance
Kosovo society into a competitive society; through professional development of individuals
advancement of learning methods and contents, business support, link of university expertise with
business community and certification of skills with international recognized standards”.
From January 2006 to today, AUK Training and Development Institute continues to offer
training programs to all in Kosovo. AUK’s Training and Development Institute programs consist
of courses with diversity of students, needs and preferences. Some courses last three days, while
others for three months. Most of the courses are certified and are recognized internationally. The
AUK Training and Development Institute has trained over 2000 students with diversity of needs
and requirements. A team of five people at AUK Training and Development Institute has
successfully managed the class registration and orientation process.
In the table below, are shown regular trainings expanded over years of AUK Training and
Development Institute, excluding the enormous project by Ministry of Education.
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Figure 4 - AUK Training and Development Institute - Trainings Over Years

The table above indicates a significant increase in number of students per training class,
over the period. Based on 2009/2010 Training Plan,8 AUK Training and Development Institute
would enroll more students compared to the previous year.
AUK Training and Development Institute expects a large number of students, 24,000 over
three years, to study and be part of AUK Training and Development Institute. In November 2009,
AUK Training and Development Institute started the implementation of the project
“TeachECDL.” This project was initiated by Ministry of Education of Kosovo, and is being
implemented by AUK Training and Development Institute. The aim of this project is to
successfully enroll and train 24,000 high and primary school teachers of Kosovo, in a timeline of
three years. The first release of the project will enroll and register 1,400 students in a timeline of
four months. Other releases of the project will be separated in phases, which will enroll and
register around 2,000 students each phase.
During the past four years, AUK Training and Development Institute has established an
outlook database template to manage and communicate with students. At first, AUK Training and
Development Institute was run by one person; however, gradually AUK Training and
Development Institute was expanded in terms of trainings and working teams to now having
around 12 staff members.
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Taking into consideration, the high amount of students, with differing needs and
requirements, AUK Training and Development Institute has faced a challenge in regard to student
application and registration processes. AUK’s Training and Development Institute administration
is working fully to accomplish all students’ needs; however it is not possible to satisfy all. The
use of manual and hardcopy documents is making jobs very challenging and routine. Students and
administration are negatively affected by the use of manual processes and efficiency operations
and productivity is underutilized due to the lack of technology web based portal systems.

4

Analysis of Requirements – statement of problem

There is a shortfall in software and computing facilities at AUK Training and
Development Institute for meeting increased demand for its training programs. This project
assesses how to develop training programs and to improve registration and administrative
procedures between students and administration, based upon anticipated increased student
numbers.
This capstone project encompasses the benefits of the development of a web based portal
interactive tool from conception and design to implementation. Web based portals can be shared
and accessed through the internet. This capstone project will demonstrate the benefits of a web
portal tool that will help improve communication among students and instructors, and establish
well-designed reports for administration use. The web portal tool will help AUK Training and
Development Institute to deliver modernized technology methods to its instructors and
administration.
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4.1 Current Training Management System
At present, AUK Training and Development Institute does not have a formal Registration
Management System in place for its internal or external students. The Institute is relatively new
and is in the process of establishing some formal procedures of how to handle registration
processes. In addition to many activities of AUK Training and Development Institute in the
training area, this institution is also dealing with many projects concerning the development of
Kosovo society through professional development of individuals, advancement in learning
methods, and business support.
In regard to how the web educational portal system measures productivity in staffing, the
case study interviews carried out with the staff members, indicated their efforts and perceived
importance to develop a system in which they could create good relationships with their
customers through technology, innovation and evaluation.
What AUK Training and Development Institute is currently using as their main source of
student registration and evaluation is mostly Microsoft Office such as Excel and Outlook.
Currently, Outlook is serving as the main software program to document all the student
information and history, where Excel is the software program where AUK Training and
Development Institute uses for inputting data such as percentage of daily classroom attendance,
exam results. All the data put in the Excel sheets is processes and entered manually. After the end
of the training module, staff members enter daily classroom attendance and exam results, which
can help to prepare the module report for the management team. Beside the unnecessary activities
that are being done such as double work by staff, this process is at high risk for error and data
corruption since data may be lost.
Beside the software implications that AUK Training and Development Institute is facing,
another challenge is also storage and infrastructure development. Taking into consideration the
high amount of student registration for training programs, AUK Training and Development
Institute cannot store all the hard copy data containing important contact information of each
student. Currently, AUK Training and Development Institute stores the documents hardcopy
containing a higher risk for those data to be lost and corrupted.
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5

The Product – Web Based Portal

This project has been prepared in collaboration with administration, students, and
instructors in defining the benefits of developing a web educational portal containing main
features such as: course preferences, register administration data, assign students in groups, assign
teachers to groups, report daily classroom attendances, update automatically exam results, and
generate reports. Beside registration, there are many varieties to use these Institute’s resources –
from research to training services. With this new web tool, resources can be easily identified and
accessed by administration, instructors and students. On the user side, after a short search,
instructors and administration can find information, materials and human resources that could
assist all users in managing their work more effectively and efficiency.

5.1 Professional Design & Navigation
“MyTraining” web based portal is required to be understandable, professional and intuitive
for web site visitors and users.
This web product will include public view as well as administrative view. The main features
of public view will include:
1. Logo Design/Colors of AUK Training and Development Institute
2. Main Menu will be appear in a horizontal way which will consist of six menu items
including:
a. About Us
b. Courses
c. Registration
d. News/Announcements
e. Links to other Relevant Websites
f. Special Offers
3. Each menu will consist of its sub-menus in a drop down form where users can choose
which sub-menu is of interest to them.
4. Login section will be included in the main page
5. Access to read and print documents in various formats such as (word, pdf or other
specified)
6. Paging will be implemented in each page where there is excessive content. Thus, making
it more efficient and less boring for the user.
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The Administrative view will be the area of access only for administrators or others users with
specific permissions assigned to access the website. The administrator will have the flexibility of
changing the content and design of the website any way they desire. With the implementation of
the What You See Is What You Get (WYSISWUG) Text Editor9, the administrator or a user with
specific permission privileges can edit content and upload links to various documents, articles
from the directory where they’re stored. A form of user created content.
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5.2 AUK Training and Management Institute’s Information and Architecture
Sitemap
Figure 5 - Sitemap
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5.3 Content Management System (CMS)
“MyTraining” web portal must be equipped with an easy to use, robust content management
system or CMS10. The CMS will allow for non-technical AUK Training and Development
Institute staff members to add, edit, or delete HTML content areas of the web site based on the
individual user’s role-based permissions in the system. CMS must be also enabled with an
approval-routing feature for maximum security and content verification.
AUK Training and Development Institute will have complete control over the direction of
the content of the web site and will not be depended upon a web developer to make updates
quickly.
Below is a diagram of how a CMS works:
Figure 6 – CMS Work Flow - A
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CMS Work Flow

Figure 7 - CMS Work Flow - B

From the abovementioned figures, CMS flow shows the processes of creating, editing,
approving and publishing the web portal content. The organization of the content is done in such
way to ensure appearance, work flow and usability of web portal information. Initial stage of the
web portal, is work of the content area which is done by the web portal designer. The completed
content is sent to the editor/manager where carefully analyses the content to be shown to the
general public and stakeholders. If the editor/manager approves the content, then it is published.
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5.4 Administration and User Profiles
There are five different types of user account proposed that will access “MyTraining” web portal:

Table 1 - Web Portal User Profiles
User type

Permissions / Actions

1 Website Administrator (WA)

2 Administrator (Adm)

3 Student (St)

4 Instructor (In)

5 General

Public
(non-authenticated users)

Administrator has rights with top permissions level:
 Manage and maintain the Website
 Manage roles and permissions of all users
 Configure modules and other features
 Add blocks, new menus
 Manage all permissions
 Create and configure all types of users
 Post articles, events, announcements, upload pictures, manage own
profile, submit service request forms.
 Can also act as an Administrator (ADM)
 Approve registered users
 Approves content filled by ST and IN
 Publish and Manage all content
 Grant access to ST and IN, according to the belonging group/class
 Create reports
 Manage and update Calendar
 Subscribe to receive updates on the Website, e.g. Upcoming events or
News.
 Submit application forms.
 Submit registration payment.

 Subscribe to receive updates on the Website, e.g. Upcoming events or
News.
 Upload daily classroom attendance,
 Update exam results, and receive direct contact from students and vice
versa.
 Upload Learning Material
(GP)  Anyone who visits the Web Portal
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Each username, including administrators must be password protected, and comply the AUK
Password Policy, which requires that passwords must be at least 8 characters long, must contain a capital
letter and a number.

5.5 Proposed Workflow Process

•

Website Administrator (WA) will perform permissions and general administration of the
Web Portal

•

Administrator (Adm) will manage the content of the Web Portal and approve or reject
registration requests. Administrator may approve certain types of content, which will
appear on the Web Portal only after the approval. They are also able to modify or remove
any content as required.

•

Student (St) is able to sign up to the web portal, select courses, and possible dates they
want to attend, and these selections must/will be approved by Adm after the completion of
the payment is verified. After the access is granted, Student can download Learning
Material and To Do List (if any posted) and view Grades posted by Instructors. Student
can also evaluate courses, instructors and training facilities.

•

Instructor (In) is able to sign up on the Web Portal and create and edit information that is
not available for the Students. The request for registration by Instructors will be easy and
quick. However the registration will require approval by the Administrator or Website
Administrator. After the registration is complete, Instructor will be able to post Student
Grades, report their attendance, Upload study material and To Do List’s. Website
Administrator will also be able to create and pre-approve profiles and templates for
Instructors
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•

Class Registration

Figure 8 - Class Registration Work Flow

5.6 Other Features and Characteristics of the Portal
File upload and download
The development of “MyTraining” web portal will provide the ability to upload and
download files to and from the web portal using very simple tools. It is the work of the IT staff
that provides a large amount of space in the web portal, so instructors and/or administration can
upload large documents.
News
The News feature, will allow administration to publish news related with the Institute on the
website. Publishing news will be done after the manager in charge of the website’s text, to verify,
approve and submit the news article in a very qualitative and simple format.
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Events management system
Events will be listed in the “MyTraining” web portal. Events can be accessed using the
keywords or can be viewed by date when and where the event will take place. The Events link
will also feature the events calendar in order to make it more visual and accessible for the
customer.

5.7 Completely Automated Public Turing Test To Tell Computers and Humans
Apart – (CAPTCHA)
A sophisticated and up-to-date CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing Test To
Tell Computers and Humans Apart) program must be included, which will stop spam on the Web
Portal. It must be capable of ‘killing’ comments, contact forms, and registrations form spam.11
Its main features must include:
•
•
•
•
•

Text filtering and content analysis
Must work with all the languages
Image and audio CAPTCHA service
Detailed statistics
High availability infrastructure

Figure 9 - CAPTCHA Example
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5.8 Search facilities for instructors, administration and students
Table 2 - Search Facilities
Part of a successful implementation web educational tool is search facility. Search facility
will be available by every key user accessing the web portal. However, limitations exist in
accessing specific content.
In the table below, a matrix explains the user’s search accessibility in specific content. On
the left of the table are listed basic features of the web portal, whereas on the top of the table are
listed key users of the portal. The
Whereas, the

sign denies users to access features that are not allowed to use.
TDI
Website
Administrator Administrator
(WA)
(Adm)

Student
(St)

Instructor
(In)

General
Public
(GP)

Mission and Vision
The Team
Training Locations
Contact Us

Registration

How To Apply
Application Form
Payment Form

News

IT Programs
Business & Management Programs
Language Programs
Course Selection
Course Evaluation
Learning Material
Grades
Class Attendance
ToDoList
Payment
Reports

Events
Academic Calendar

Links

Courses

About Us

Search Facilities

Links
Social Networking

Special
Offers

sign explicates users’ right of access in the listed features.

Summer Oportunities
Winter Oportunities
Student Discounts
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5.9 Web Portal Usage Statistics
The administration user will be easily able to produce very accurate reports based on the
website statistics. Reports will allow administration to gather information on total visitors per day,
graphs and charts of the usage, page visits, statistics on which category has been clicked most,
etc.
Figure 10 - Google Analytics Example 1 – Detailed visits from Country/Territory

Google Analytics12 is one of the most productive web analytics solutions that show great
insight on websites traffic and marketing effectiveness. Google Analytics will help the
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administration to know how customers found the site, how they explored it and what features
were most visited.
For the Web Portal Usage Statistics Google Analytics tracking system must be included and
configured, as one of the most sophisticated and powerful tool which does not require IT
knowledge.
Google Analytics will show how people found the site, how they explored it, and how the
Web Portal can enhance visitor experience. Some of the main features are: Site Usage/number of
Visitors, Traffic Sources, Geographical Data, Navigation Summary, Keyword Source, Referring
Sites, Visitor Loyalty, Email Reports, Top Content, and many more.
Figure 11 - Google Analytics Example 2 – Visitors Overview, including Technical Profile
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Figure 12 - Google Analytics Example 3 – Showing Referring Sites

6

Customer Requirements from Surveys and Interviews

6.1 Survey
In an effort to co-create a web portal with costumers, AUK Training and Development
Institute commissioned a survey of instructors, administration, and students to explore the unique
features going to be used in the web portal. The survey was conducted by SurveyMonkey,13 a
leading provider of web based survey solutions. The survey was fielded online to a total of 80
respondents – 25 instructors, 51 students, and 4 administration staff.
Short surveys have been prepared and send out to students, administration and instructors.
Since, the development of the web portal is one of the main important tasks of the Institute; three
key users have been invited to participate in co-creating the product.
The purpose of this survey was to have a general idea of what the three key users think
about the product, and what they believe should be added in the features of the product.
According to many studies, it has been proved that establishing a product, it will involve
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stakeholders to share, combine and renew their own experiences to creating a value which is
worth for everyone.
Most respondents of the survey found that web portal proposal is just right taking into
consideration the high amount of students coming in and out. They expressed that features that
had to do with their daily operations, are most crucial to be included in the web portal. The
respondents were enthusiastic, great, understanding and supportive in making this project
succeed. A significant number of participants in the survey agree that “MyTraining” web portal
will accomplish all their needs toward a better management of the class and groups.
Out of 80 surveys taken by students, administration and instructors, findings show that most
of the recipients of the survey are male, as such, known as very attractive to technology and to
new products proposed. During the personal interview with some of the recipients of this survey,
they expressed their interest in working more for making this product successful. Students and
instructors have been very cooperative and they believe that by proposing this product to
management, AUK Training and Development Institute will enhance its computing facilities in a
much enriching way.
While meeting with the recipients, they gained a thorough understanding of the product
soon to be proposed. Students believe that AUK Training and Management Institute lacks a
system like this, since they have to come from different cities to have more concrete information
face-to-face rather than through emails or telephone. Also, students have to go through many
paper applications in order to be accepted. They also think that by making payment online, they
do not have to travel to AUK only to receive an invoice in order to make the payment. By all
means, students positively answered that “MyTraining” web portal will be very useful for their
own educational/training purposes.
Additionally, after having conversations with instructors, they believe that posting grades
and daily classroom attendances online, is the most appropriate work for instructors. They will cut
off daily visits to the AUK Training and Development offices, and will ease their administration
works which are obligatory through instructor contract.
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Figure 13 - Survey Results - Demographics

Figure 14 - Survey Results - Web Portal Usability
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Listed below are the features which each key user believed was important for their own use
of the product.
Figure 15 - Survey Results - Web Portal Features
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6.2 Interview Sample Selection
Interviews performed by three successful companies (two local companies and one
international company) who are experienced in management, software development and IT
experts as well. The reason of choosing these three companies is their working background with
software development in particular with web portals and web designs. In the case of the
international company, interviews conducted were suggested by another interviewee. The main
purpose of the interviews was to obtain general information about the development of the web
portal and possibly the current prices of implementing such software.
Interviews with local companies where conducted face-to-face on an individual basis. The
interview with the international company was conducted through skype-call (Sat, Apr 17, 2010 at
7:35-8:55PM).
Each interview lasted about 60-90 minutes long. At the beginning of the interview, each
company was first introduced with the project and idea about proposing the web portal, and
continues with talking about their experiences during implementation of previous web portals for
other companies.

6.2.1 Local Company – Cacttus Company in Kosovo
Cacttus is a private shareholding company established in 2003 providing clients in Kosovo
and abroad with the highest quality of Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
services and products. The company is based in Kosovo and Albania. Cacttus offers ICT
infrastructure and offers web related solutions for its customers. 14 Mr. Lirak Cana, Senior
Business Analyst and Senior Software Developer at Cacttus, was very kind in showing examples
of web portals implemented in different companies in Kosovo. Mr. Cana gave concise
explanation of processes involved in the work flow of the key users. Mainly, Mr. Cana was
explaining the information technology side of operations of web portals. According to him, the
use of Unified Modeling Language (UML) cases have to be very precise and accurate, so in the
future, the buyer would not have difficulties accessing the web portal. UML language is a visual
aid for specifying, constructing and documenting systems. UML is served as a very important part
of developing software development processes. The implementation cost of the product will be
ranging from €18,000 – €24, 000, depending on the modules and features to be implemented as
requested by service seeker. Maintenance and support will be included in the price that Cacttus
will offer for one year period.
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6.2.2 Local Company – Pro Active Technology (PAT) Solutions in Kosovo
PAT Solutions is a consultancy designing company for web and interactive media. Its
specific projects include website design and development for companies and organizations
ranging from medium-sized to large entities in the private and public sector. PAT Solutions
provides services on layout and user interface design, data and information architecture design,
content development, and database driven online and offline web-based applications. Taking into
consideration, the AUK’s reputation in Kosovo, Mr.Burim Ratkoceri, general manager of PAT
solutions, was very eager to work with AUK Training and Development Institute while offering
its service for the development of the software. According to Mr. Ratkoceri, the project will be
carried over in two phases such as interviewing the AUK Training and Development Institute’s
staff and students to find specific needs that will be incorporated to the solution, and continue
with configuration and implementation of the product. The implementation time will be
approximately 60 days starting from service contract is signing. According to Mr. Ratkoceri, a
reasonable price has been offered. Approximately €10,000 will cost the implementation of this
product. In the first year, the company will offer free support and maintenance until the
administration and management will get used to the product. An estimation of yearly maintenance
and support is supposed to reach €2,000. 15

6.2.3 International Company – Agnian Company in Armenia
Agnian is a technology consulting and web development company, which provides a range
of cost effective services and solutions for small and medium-size businesses, the public sector,
government and individuals. The company is based in London, UK and Yerevan, Armenia. Their
team has extensive expertise and experience across the full range of web-related services - from
business consultancy through to software development. 16
During the interview with Mr. Suren Ohanyan – Project Manager, he explained their work
of designing web portals and how do they work. At first, all the work flow and features shall be
defined priory. From the prior experience with different companies in the world, Agnian
Company is fully capable to implement a web portal which will be served for educational
purposes. Creating a web portal for a specific company needs prior knowledge and experience to
implement it. Additionally, prior meetings and discussions need to be done in order to reach a
consensus with the buyer of the web software.
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7 Discussions
The current management system at AUK Training and Development Institute, has received
a lot of staff and instructor concern that most student registration data will be lost.
The reasons are:
•

Application of manual methods of managing student registration by administration,

•

Use of hardcopy documents and materials by instructors,

•

Use of unsophisticated methods for the educational establishment of the student.

Demand for web portal at AUK Training and Development Institute

AUK Training and Development Institute has been increasing its trainings and the overall
number of students per training. Hence, a very important factor in the development of the institute
is the demand for a sophisticated information technology product platform. However, with the
enormous project of training 24,000 primary and high school teachers in computer development,
AUK Training and Development Institute staff faces big challenges, and unnecessary manual
work with processing all the information for each participant in the training may prove a barrier to
growth and organizational performance. The current use of Microsoft Office, respectively, the use
of Microsoft Excel as the only source of registration and keeping data, is allowing data to be
easily lost and misplaced.
A web educational portal can serve each key user (students, instructors, administration) to
obtain information, learning materials and generate reports automatically from a web source. A
web portal can also contribute to an improved organizational efficiency and co-created customer
service platform.
Beside research and design process of the web portal, this study set out to determine which
features shall be used and best align with AUK Training and Development Institute web
educational portal. A survey was prepared and distributed to 51 students, 25 instructors and 4
administrators. The results of the study were very interesting and revealed that many users will
use the web portal where ever they have access to.
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Two Local Companies in Kosovo

During study preparation, two local IT and software development companies have been
interviewed. Cacttus Company is one of the largest IT and software development private
companies operating in Kosovo. During the interview, the requirements and functionalities of the
web portal design and process where introduced. This company has prior experience in designing
and processing such web portals. The price that they offered initially was in the range between
€18,000 and €24,000, with no yearly maintenance fee. Whereas, the second private company,
ProActive Technology (PAT), is a small company and is run by IT professionals. The PAT
Company, without any hesitation, offers the implementation of the product costing approximately
€10,000 with €2,000 yearly maintenance fee.
There are advantages and disadvantages to the offers of these companies. They are both
professionals and eager to cooperate with AUK Training and Development Institute. Taking into
consideration, the reputation of AUK Training and Development Institute, both companies were
very well prepared and supportive towards the development of the web portal.
Advantages
Cacttus Company, according to the research done prior the interview, is one of the largest
IT and software development companies operating in Kosovo. They have had many similar
projects produced for local and/or international companies. During the interview with the
manager of software development, Lirak Cana, he carefully explained the process of a previous
development of a web portal for an accounting training institute in Kosovo. Snap shots of the
product are shown in the Appendices.
ProActive Technology (PAT) Company are computer experts that operate in a small
number of companies. They are successful in what they are working on and the work with AUK
Training and Development Institute will open the gates to further future business. Advantage of
this company is because they are serious and can deliver the product in less than 60 days.

Disadvantages
The disadvantage of the Cacttus offer is the initial price of designing and developing the
web portal. Their quote offer of €24,000 cannot be taken into consideration since the AUK’s
Training and Development Institute budget for implementation in a software solution for student
registration is set to a minimum price of €12,000. Starting from July 2010, AUK Training and
Development Institute will present its budget plan where solution for student registration cannot
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exceed €12,000.17 Therefore, further discussions need to be implemented with Caccttus, by
offering the Institute’s price and their final offer.
The disadvantage of ProActive Technology Company is the high amount of yearly
maintenance fee (approximately 20% of the initial price).
According to individual interviews with both local vendors, they seem quite interested to
work on such a large project for the AUK Training and Development Institute. It is assumed that
after the successful completion of the project, these two local vendors will be better off in the ICT
market. As per the international vendor, taking into consideration their expertise and experience
with different companies worldwide, they consider that prior discussions related with web
educational portal requirements and features should be done. If AUK’s Training and
Development Institute management requests to work further with Agnian company, they will visit
AUK and do further prior research to developing the web portal. According to Suren Ohanyan,
Agnian Company has worked worldwide, and Kosovo will be the other country that will be added
to their achievement list of providing software solutions.
Result comparison to features of other portals
Different web educational portals vary with the type of functionalities that they apply.
According to the article “What features in a Portal?” by Geoff Butters18, various types of portals
have been investigated at various types of sites. Site features have been investigated at two library
sites (Virginia Commonwealth University and North Carolina State University and two
institutional sites (University of Washington and University of California at Los Angeles). These
four different universities offered considerably different features, each aiming at a specific target
market.
EDNER Project (formative evaluation of the UK higher education sector's Distributed
National Electronic Resource) has tested the above mentioned universities on web portal features.
All these universities have certain common features: bookmark manager, search local website,
search e-journals, support and guidance, immediate help and feedback option. As per courses and
web based electronic resources, only University of Washington applies as a feature in the portal.
(See Appendix A)19
On the other hand, part of this capstone project was to conduct a survey to explore the
features that the recipients of the survey would like to include. According to the results of the
surveys conducted by three key stakeholders (students, administration and instructors) of AUK
Training and Development Institute, these features are in common: academic calendar,
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downloadable or interactive documents, event calendar, links to training resources, news, search,
to do list and step-by-step guides.
It was interesting to see the different results from different target market. Unarguable, this
capstone project will relieve the work toward accomplishing a well established web portal for the
AUK Training and Development Institute.

8 Recommendations
Actual conditions and characteristics of using “MyTraining” web portal at AUK Training and
Development Institute must be further examined so that students, instructors and administration
will readily use it for their own academic purposes.
Future research needs to be done to investigate the needs of the three key sets of users toward
establishing the web portal. Additionally, after the research on user needs, follow-up studies to
evaluate users’ outcome of web portal needs to be done.
Finally, future discussions and meetings with potential vendors need to be conducted to
receive a well formed vendor offer for the development of the web portal.
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10 Appendices
Appendix A
Portals Features

User profiling / Content filtering:Family filtering
Creation of User Profile(s) of interests
Personalisation to some extent
of portal content
of channels displayed
of display/customisation of appearance
of alerting service / SDI
of news/news feeds
of links to other sites
‘my journals’ list creation
Resource Discovery:Subject-specific (Portal's specialisation)
Single sign-on Access Management
Resource descriptions
Selected (quality assured) content
Resource rating
Browse resources
Search Bibliographic database
Search Citation database
Search local web site (or in-house)
Search local OPAC
Search e-Journals
Search Tables of Content (TOCs)
Cross-search multiple resources
Search WWW
Locate
Access/request
Deliver/procure
Alternative search engines

*
*

*
*

~
*
*
*
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*
*
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*
*

*
o
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MyUCLA
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Subject Portals Project
Planned Features

.6/9

MyLibrary @ NCState

.30/9

My UW
(Uni of Washington)

.9/8

Virginia Commonwealth Uni

.26/7

HERO

.8/8

MyLibrary

.25/7

24 hour museum

Zdnet (UK)

*
*

*

*

My Netscape

Netscape (UK)

Lycos (UK)

*
*
*

LibraryHQ.com

*
*

ivillage

*

.6/9 .3/9

Fool.com (UK)

*
*

.24/7 .25/7 .25/7

Freeserve

.6/6

Btopenworld

Utilities:Channels / Categories
Browseable Hierarchical Directories
Email account facilities - full system
Email account facilities - read other accounts
Address book
Bookmark Manager
Calculator
Calendar
Currency exchange rates
Diary / Planner
Internet telephony
Access to Geographical Maps
People finder
Personal information storage space
Language Translation (of web pages)
Web space (for creating own web site)
Zip Code/Post Code look-up

LookSmart (UK)

Portal>
date tested>

JISC
Specialist (vertical) Academic Portals SPP

ISPs

AOL (UK)

Feature

Excite

* = feature available and user stays in the Portal
o = feature available but takes user out of Portal
~ = unsure whether feature is there as described
? = unsure whether feature is there at all
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News/news feeds:In the News/Headlines
General news - world
General news - local
Subject-specific (Portal's specialisation) news
Weather forecast
Weather news
Stock market prices
Stock market news
Sports results
Sports news
Entertainment news
Travel news
Job vacancy ads/announcements
Message of the day
Alerting Service
selective by user profile
general
by email
by web site message

o
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Subject-specific (Portal's specialisation):ePrint archive
FAQs
Funding sources
Glossary of subject terms
Links to related web sites
Register of Research
Software Plugins
Software tools
Subject idiosyncrasies
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Community Communication:Chat (real-time)
Chat Channels
Instant Messaging
Computer conferencing
Newsletter / eZine / Ijournal
Peer-Reviewed
Bulletin / Message boards
Online Discussion Groups / NewsGroups
Find / ask an expert
Collaborative working

Advertising
Adverts - general
Adverts - Subject-specific (Portal's specialisation)
Adverts - classified
Conference announcements
Other (non-leisure) events announcements
Entertainment events announcements
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Education-based
Courses / Course announcements
Web based learning resources
‘Courseware ‘ - course-specific information
Library account access
Library borrowing record access
ILL requests access
Leisure
Horoscopes
Online Shopping
Interviews/chat with celebrities
Online concerts

o

Additional features found not listed above:Job search
SMS text messaging
TV listings
Online resource submission
Games
Searching via a map
Calendar of events
Counselling on-line

o
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*
*

*

Miscellaneous services
Book reviews
Online surveys
Budget-management software - corporate
Budget-management software - personal
Organization chart
Press release submission
CV submission
e-Commerce
Online banking / finance
Assistance with site use
Support and guidance
Immediate help / Help pages
Your Librarian
Site map
Feedback option
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Appendix B
Few interview questions and answers from vendors
Cacttus Company

ProActive Technology
Solution Company

Agnian Company

Company profile

Cacttus is a private
company operating in
Kosovo. This company
was established in
2003 and provides to
its clients high quality
of ICT services and
products.

PAT Solution is a new
private company
operating in Kosovo.
Founders of this
company are computer
experts that work in ICT
services and products.

Agnian is a Londonbased technology
consulting company.
This company provides
ICT services and
solutions to small and
medium businesses,
public sector,
government and
individuals.

Previous
experience in
developing web
educational portal

A web educational
portal was
implemented in 2008
for an accounting
training institute in
Kosovo. This web
portal is being used by
lecturers,
administrators and
students. The web
portal system is based
on the buyer’s list of
requirements. A
demonstration of the
mentioned web portal
is shown in appendix.

Similar projects have
been implemented.
However, no experience
in developing web
educational portal.
Nevertheless, the
requested product is
achievable since they
have the prior education
and knowledge.

Taking into
consideration the prior
experience with
worldwide known
companies, Again has
an extensive list of web
educational portals
implemented. However,
no single portals are
likely to serve all the
purposes. Different web
portals require a set of
different features that
are appropriate to the
job.

As computer
experts, do you
believe that the
implementation of
web educational
portal will raise

In the 21st century,
information
technology is the key
to success. As such,
implementing different
IT software without

AUK is a client driven
institution. AUK deals
with many students at
the same time. Hence,
having
all
these
information into one

If there is a small
company, web portal
might be an unnecessary
investment. However,
for a large institution
that deals with students
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client’s interest
towards AUK?

doubt will be a benefit tool is necessary.
for AUK.

coming in and out of
trainings, web portals
are an organizing asset
that brings business and
customers together, to
their mutual benefit.

What is the
implementing cost
of the web
educational portal?

Totally depends on the
mutual agreement that
both companies create.
However, from the
experience with the
accounting training
institute, the price
ranges from 18,000€24,000.

No web portals are
alike. Therefore, it all
depends
on
the
requested features and
requirements set by the
buyer.

Taking all what has
been said, this project
will be carried over in
two phases: 1)
interviewing AUK staff
and students for specific
needs that will be
incorporated to the
solution; 2)
configuration and
implementation of the
web portal. The initial
price for this offer will
be €9,300 with 1 year
free support and
maintenance, and
€1,860 yearly
maintenance and
support.
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Appendix C
Web Portal Tool Survey – Student Survey
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Web Portal Tool Survey – Instructor Survey
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Web Portal Tool Survey – Administration Survey
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Appendix D
Student Management System

Administration View: Application for Exam – Exam dates
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Data Entry View: Student registration

Instructor: Exam Results
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